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,A))sLract ....... information relating to atmospheric effects on
mixed-compression inlets in flight has been. acquired.
_l ahalysisj_Lhat realistically simulates And furthermore, simulation of-atmospheric disturb-
mlxed-compression inlet dynamic behavior in the anees_in-a wind tunnel is difficult. One rece_
vicinity of unstart, was used to investigate time, paper does cite flight experience of supersonic
response of an inlet's normal shock to independent cruise aircraft indicating that severe atmospheric
disturbances in ambient tempdrature and pressure transients can have serious e{fects on tlle flight i
and relative velocity (longitudinal gust), with. and path and-propulsion system. 3 Some inlet normal _
wiOxout inlet controls active. _ic results indi- shock responses to simulated gusts have been
care that atmospheric disturbances may be more obtained in wind tunnels by oscillating wedges and
important than internal disturbances in setting flat plates upstream of the inldt.4, 5 An analytical
• _ inlet controls requirements. _lis is because they procedure for predicting frequency of unstarts using
are usually not anticipated and because normal a linear inlet model and a power spectral• density
shock response to rapid atmospheric disturbances is representation of atmospheric perturbations is given
not attenuated by tile inlet, as it is for efigine by Barry.6
induced disturbances, However,.before inlet con-
trol requirements can be fully assessed, more eta- This paper is aimed at directing attention to
tistics on extreme atmospheric disturbances are time response effects of atmospheric-type disturb-
needed, antes on inlets and some implications regarding in-
let controls. Results are presented from a study
Introductiom that used a Linear dynamic analysisl,_'modif£ed £or
e significant nonlinearity to simulate a mixed-
A_ efficient propulsion system will.be a key compression inl_t. T.ransient disturbances in ambi- --
factor in the development of an economically viable ent temperature and pressure and wind gusts are con-
supersonic cruise aircraft. New engine concepts sidered independently at the inlet-cruise Math num-
known as.variable cycle engines are being defined bet of 2.5.
by studies under contract to NASA. I A balanced
program requires attention to the problems of in- A brief description of the inlet simul._tion and '
lets, especially since they are quite, important for a discussion of modifications and Limitations for
cruise Math numbers in t_e range of 2.2 to 2.7. To this study are followed by a description of the as-
minimize cowl drag and provide efficient propulsion sumed inlet characteristics and operating qonditions.
system• performance at those Math numbers requires Results are presented showing the maximum amplitude
the use of a mixed-compression Jnlet (i.e._.an in- of a triangular-wave disturbance, that does not
let with internal supersonic area contraction), cause inlet unstart_ as a function of disturbance
Unfortunately, when _uch an inlet operates at its pulse width. Unstarts initiated by normal shock ex-
p_ak performance it is also on the verge of an in- cursions upstream of the inlet throat and by t_roat
stability termed unstart. The unstart transient choking (reduction in throat Math number) with and
can be accompanied by many adverse effects on the without inlet control, were investigated.
inlet and engine, which can also seriously affect
aircraft stability. Such an event would be unac- Inlet Analysis
eeptable on a commercial transport. Therefore, the.
problem of maximizing inlet performance while mini- Only a brief description of the analysis,
mizing or eliminating the unstart problem is of selected for simulating the mixed-compressio_ inlet,
concern., will be given because it is described in.detail else-
where. 7, 8 Instead, the validity of the simulation
An inlet can encounter both internal (e.g,, and its limitations will be given greater attention.
engine induced) or external (e.g., atmospheric in-
duced) disturbances that can cause unstart. Engine The simulation is based on a linear (smell. pe[_
transients, such as a throttle change or after- turbation) one-dimensional mathematical-analysis. ]
buraer light ar_ usually anticipated_ and appro- The analysis was initially derived for application
priate control action can be inltiated to prevent a to internal airflow perturbations 7 and later modi-
potential unstart. Also, such transients can be fled for application to flow-field perturbations up-
investigated in wind tunnel tests.- NUmerous exper- stream of the normal shock. 8 T_e analysis time de- _J
imentsl programs have been conducted at Lewis pendent variables are total pressure, mass-flow rate, ]
Research Ceater and elseWhere to investigate inlet entropy and a moving normal shock that separates the
response to internal disturbances and appropriate supersonic and subsonic flow regions. The inlet 1
control actions. A recent wind.tunnel program at geometric-flow-area variation is approximated by
Lewis was conducted to investigate a mixed- constant-area cylindrical sections which result in 1
compression inlet/turbofan engine combination. 2 one-dimensional wave equations. Wave equations are
used to represent both-the subsonic and supersonic t
Atmospheric type disturbances are of greater flow regions, llence, discontinuities and losses in
concern because they are generally unexpected, giv- total pressure due to oblique shock waves in tile 4
ing less time for controls to respond. Very little----supersonic por_£on--ar_--neglected. !
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Th_ analysis was ,previously verified fo_ nmall analysis results are basod on tl_oassumption that
perLu_bation r_su_ts with the-normal shock opOrat- the inle_ unstarts wl_en the normal shock reaches
ing point at _ Supererl_ieal position (away from the throat. _e maximum disturbance amplitude with-
unatar_), where shock position is reasonably linear out unstart is plotLed a_ a function of pulse zero-
wi_h p6rturbatlon amplitude. ,Frequency responses to-peak time in Fig. 2. As pulse width decreases.
of th_ inlet normal slloek a_d subsonic, duct ntatl¢ tl_enonlinear abalysls, which sllows better agree-
pressures to internal airflow variations ealcuinted._----me_t with the data, predlets that thd a_pl_ude re-
with Lhe analysis _ have been shown to give good qulred to unstagt _he inlet is greater than for the
agreem_fit with p_bllshed5 and unpublished exp_ri- linear analysis. One reason why the non][near anal-
mental-results, Good agrOem_nt was also demon_ ysls agrees batter is because it predicts that the
s_rated with _ limited amount of experimental ,data normal shock can move £urther upstream, without un-
for ox_6rfial airflow pe_turbatlons.9 For frequ6nc-y start as pulse duration, d6creases.. '[hisphenomenon
response data it was generally found that phase is-exhibltod in Fig. 3, which shows time histories
angle agreement was better _an._hat for amplitude, of. the disturbahc_ and normal shock position for
Amplitude agreem_n_ was improved by factoring _ two pulse widths; the maxlmum, amplitude case is _
steady-state experimental daLe into the at|alysis.7,8 shown for both transients.. Note that-for the
This provides a m_ans of eompensatiflg for boundary- longer duration pulse, the shock only reaches the '"
layer _fects not accounted for when the duct -throa_, whereas for the shorter, pulse it actually L
geometric-flow-area variation is Used. travels upstream of the t_roat., Th_ conclusion
thet an inlet will. unstart when,the normal shock
To further evaluate the merit of thelinear moves upstream of the.throat is drawfi from steady-
an_lySls for external perturbationS, lt was com- state aerodynamics. The analysis shows tha_, under
pa_ed 8 _o frequency response results obtained from transient conditions, t_ shock can make a momen-
a one-dimensional method-of-characteriStics solu- tary excursion upstream of the.throat withou= un-
tion.6 9base angle _nd amplitude agreement-was start. The-occurrence of this phenomenon was ob-
perfect over.the, frequency range of 5 to 40 Hz for served fr0m trai%sient Static-pressure measurements -.
which n_thod_of-characteristic data were calculated, that were obtained during the wind tunnel prog_a_
Of course neither analysis includes viscous effects-, of Ref. 9. _
and the problem is not simply _ne_imensional. i
Before investigating external disturbanees,
In order to pro_ide a more realistic simula_ additional modifications Were made to the analysis
tion of inlet opgration in the vicinity of uflstart., reported in Kef.. 8. The modifications include
th_ basic analyslsT, 8 Was modified by adding e non _ terms to account for changes i_ supersonic spillage
linearity_ that is associated with the rate-of- due to changes in free-stream Mach number and in
change of duct flow ar_e (AA/_X). This can-be ex- eent_rbody position, as well aS.an effect of center-
plained with the aid of 2it. i. _le llnea_ anal-- body Eosltlon _n normal shock position.
ysis assumes that the normalized rate-of-change of
duct flow area-(AA/A)/(Ax/R c) is constant and equal There were no experimental data_.comparable to
to the value at the shook operating point. AetU- those for-inter_aldisturbances, to verify the.ex-
ally, the value of that parameter changes with ternal analysis results. One source of error in
shock position, primarily because of the Change in the analysis is that interaction of the normal shock
AA/Ax. As the shock moves forward AA/AX varies with the boundary, laye_ is not modeled. Shock/
from a positive value at the shock, operating point boundary-layer interaction is important because it
to zero at the throat and then negative upstream o_ can affect conditions upstream of the shock. The
I the-throat where the shock, is unstable, resulting interaction could induce unstart due to local chok-
in unstart. The variation of (AA/A)/(Ax/F_)_ is slg- ing upsaream of. the shock or by shifting the loea-
nificant because the shock position gain-t_.any tion of the aerodynamic.throat, which is assumed
perturbation is inversely proportional to £ixed, in-the analysis. Another source of analysis
(AA/A)/(Ax/Re).. This nonlinear effect is included in error is.a set of constant eoeff,icients that affect
thz. analysis for this study by making (AA/A)/(Ax/R c) the gain of normal shock position to a disturbance.
a continuous -function of shookposltion measured The coefficients are functions of Maeh number _ust
from the throat station. This.was easier to imple- upstream of the shock, and are based on the value
ment in the analysis and more accurate than using at th_ shock operating point-. However,_ the Mech
several (AA/A)/(AX/R c) segments each-having a dif- number e_n change significantly du_ to amkient tem-
ferent bdt constant value__ perature and gust disturbances. Although absolute
levels predicted by the analysis may not be exact,
The nonlinear vbrsion of the analysis.is co_- the tranSient-response trends ar_ believed to be
pared in Fi_. 2 with data obtained during a wind realist.lc.....
tunnel program _" that used an inl_t from.& _F-12 air-
craft. The disturbance, composed of a single, tri- The fact that the analysis is one-dimenslonal
angula_ wave pulse, caused e decrease in difiuser limits it to the investigation of longitudinal dis-
exit corrected airflow, simulating an eflgin_- turbances. Therefore, consideration of other
induced disturbance. The-pulse amplitude Was in_ effects which might contribute to unstar_ is elimi-
creased until the maximum valse the inlet could hated, including (i.)angle of attack changes due to
tolerate Without unstart was found.. Analysis r6- gusts, (2) angi_ of attack ehangfis and throat ehok-
I sults wer_ obtained from-an analog computer version, ing du_ to atmospheric induced flight path changesof the ihlet simulation. The nonlinear analysi a d structural motion of-the centerbody relative to
results w_re obtained in the same manner a_ the ex- the cowl. -
perimental results, wh_re the sJ ulated inlet
steady-state eorrected-airflow-m -gin from unstart Inlet Charact_ristlcs and Operating .
was th_ same as for the experiment_l inlet.. The Point Conditlone
nonlinear analysis predicts unstart by the onset of
a rapid upstream excursion of the normal shock_ Supersonic cruise aircraft studies for NASA
sending the simulation into saturation. _le linear indicate a cruise Mach number In--_he-range of 2.2
2
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m
te 2.7. The inlet seledced fur this study was-a evethoard bypass and tile centerbed_, is reprosemta- "'
mixed-compression.typ_ With a design Math number ef _ive o£ a cenvelltional control for mix_d-eo_r_saion
2.5. Aerodyaa,_c and geometric charadterlsties of type inlets.
tlleinlet ard shown in Fig. 4. _id inlet is based
on a NASA ddsign, I0 but with a sliglitly shorter The overboard bypass control is a.elosed-loo D
subsonic diffuser. Also, fer this analysis, it was__ system, the purpose of which is to malntaln the posl-
scaled up by a fatter of abou_ 1.3 to make it corn- tlon of the normal, shock at _ b)gh po_:lermance con-
parable to inlets being slz_d for current varlable- dltlen without allowing unstart. The control senses
cycle-cngln d designs. This rdsulted-ln a capture, sI_ock posltion-by means ef _he duct pressure ratio
radius of 79 cm. _le Inlet ha_ a translating PR, which is the r_tio ef an internal duct static-
centerbedy to acco_edate _ff-d_sign operation and. pressure Pd to an extemlal Pitot pressure Pt'
an overboard bypass system near the dlfluser exit The desired or commanded value PRcom is scheduled
to allow matching_qf._Inlet airflow to engine air- as a function ef Math uumber..Math nu_be_, is calcu_
flew de,and, lated from Pitot-static p_obe measurements near the
cowl lip. When the shock moves, it causes an error _
The Inlet was assumed to have the following (PRcom - PR),.whleh is sensed by the controller.
operating _olnt conditions with the centerbedy at _e resulting centrol action is an increase or de_
the cruise position and -the overheard bypass.closed: .crease in bypass flow until tileerror is driven to
Spillage at.the coWl-llp, 0; _hroat boundarz, layer zero. An upstream movement ef the normal shock--.
bleed mass-flow ratio, 0.06; compresser-face total- eauSes_the bypass to open, and vice versa.
pressure recovery, 0.92;_engine corrected airflow,
184.4 kg/se_; and.englne corrected airflow margin The eenterbody position control is an open-loop
from unstart, 3.5 percent._, or scheduled system. It merely positions the.canter-
body as a function of Math number. The eenterbody
In all cases the simulated inlet.was disturbed is moved to keep the threat Mack number.approxi-
with single triangular wave pulses of varying time. mately constant by varying throat area and super-
d_ratlon_ at inlet-crulse cenditions, which were sonic spillage. Throat area and supersonic spillage
M_ch 2.5 at an altitude of 16,764 meters. The cor- increase when the spike extends-, due to a decrease
respending ambient conditions were 0,RI.N/c_ 2 and in sensed Math nu_er,_and vice versa.
216.7 K.
The respense of sensors and actuators selected
Medal ef Inlet and Control System for the control system was based on the assumption
that, in the future, actuation hardwmre will limit
The inlet model was based en the idealized centlol response to a much greater extent than the
inlet schematic of Fig. 5. The disturbance was sensors. This is basically true because o£ the
assumed to oCcur at centerbody tip conditions but Massive hardware that must be moved. Therefore, the ....
delay tlmea betwee_ the centerbo_y tip and cowl lip _esponses of the Mash and duc_ pressure ratio sen-
were n_glected. Su_ersoni_ spillage at the cowl sets were assumed to be instantaneous relative to '
llp varies With the.corresponding change in Mash the actuators, which would be true of close-coupled
number atthe centerbedy tip. The inlet duct was transducers. Obviously, long line lengths between
modeled by one supersonic and two subsonic sections, sensing ports and the transducers would introduce
Transport delay times, used in the Wave equations pneumatic lags. In.additi0n, a mismatch of lag times , ,
that govern those sections, were calculated by could cause_problems. For.example, an erroneous
using the average Math number in each section, indication of Math number would resul_ in a wrong
Average Math number_ were found from Fig. 4. A reaction of the control system.
choked boundary-layer bleed region was assumed to
occur acros_ zero length upstream.of the normal The frequency dependent portion of the transfer
shock. The amount of bleed could_ vary with.changes functions governing the response of the bypass and
in upstrea/_ conditions. A term is Included in the. centerbedy positions to position commands_ as well
analysis_ that allows bleed.airflow to vary with - as-for the bypass controller, are given in Fig. 6.
shock position according to the equation The centerbody is characterized by a._econd order
lag, and the bypass by a first order, lag. Bypasses
'_Wb,_''_ _ wlth tWO d_ffere_ corner fre_uencles _bp were in-010,.......vostigateApr portlonalpl sintO raltypecon
\ "c lL _ l. troller was.chesen to manipulat_ the bypass.
where a positive shock displacement occurs in the The functions enclosed by the dashed line in
downstream directioh. The value. 18 based on exper- the schematic would be performed by a computer, in a
imental data_ I0 flight, application. For this study, they were pro-
grammed en the analog computer along with the inlet
Using the diffuser ar_a variation curve of analysis.
Fig. 4_ it was found that the normalized rahe-of-
chafig_ of duct flow-area (_A/A)/(_X/_) in the Results and Discussion
vicinity of the threat varies linearly with dis-
rant@. Therefore the ahalysls Was modifi@d to make . U_btarts initiated by excursions of the normal
(_A/A)/(_X/R_) vary directly with shock position shock upstream of the throat and by throat choking
measured fro_ the throat, making the analysis non- wer_ investigated analytically with and.without in-
linear, father.the, b_i_g constant as in the linear let control. The normai-s[_ock type unstarts will be _ _:
analysis.. Finally, the overboard bypass was discussed first.
assu_d to occur across zero lengtk at the diffuser i
exit.. -Normal Sh,_ckUnstarts
A schematic Of the inlet control is With inlet controls inactive.system A comparison Of
given in Fig. 6. The system, which manipulates the linear and nonlinear analysis results is shown in
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Fig. 7 for independent disturbances In ambient was select_d as a repre,u._nLatlve value and was made
temperature,, relative velocl_? (longitudinal f.u_t), independenr of frequency becausP uc speciflc engine
ambient pCessure, ancl engine corrected aicflow, was selected for thlt: study, CODF:_eLed airflow
Tile distu=bance pulses are also lllus£rated. Plus clanpe.'_ cduld also result from el .iges In Inlet
and mlnus signs on _he ordinate indicate whether total pressure, l[owever, It I.S _e].t that the* Lem-
tlle disturbance variable increased or decr#Jased perature effect Is more important and was therefore
from its operating point value. The choice of slga selected for [llustratlon her(:. ]t |..+apparent
was-dictated by tile requirement for the normal that, given a specific engine, a correct represen-
shock to move upstream toward uilstart. _le inlet teflon of its airflow characteristics Is imporL_mr,
was. assumed to be connected.to an engine whose cor- especially for gu._t and amhlent tempe.raturc dluturh ....................
retted airflow changes due to changes.in air total antes.
temperature. '_le results show that in all. cas_s
the nonlinear analysis predicts greater tolerance Traces showing the transient response of normal
to unsnarl than does tlle linear analysis as pulse shock positior_ to triangular wave pulses in ambient j
duration decreases. Hence, a linear analysis would -temperature, relative veloclty, and ambient eras- t_
p_edict a greate= frequency of inlet unstsrts for. a sure are show[t in Fig. 9. The transients were ob-
given atmospheric model, indicating a possible need rained with tile same nonlinear analysis as for rile
to operate the inlet _ore supercritieally (less results of Fig. 7. The results show that the
efficiently) than necessary. Figure 7 also shows normal shock will initially travel upstream when
that inlet tolerance to unstart remains about tl_e ambient temperature increases and relatiw_ velocity
san_ or. decreases with decreasing pulse duration and ambleRt pressure decrease. This was found to
for the-external disturbances, whereas it. increases be generally true over the range of pulse widths
for the engine disturbance. Thus, besides being tested. The. shock is displaced upstream.of _.he
unexpected, .the axle=hal disturbances represent a throat without unstart for rapid disturbances like
potentially greater cent.tel problem because the these, as in the case of rapid engine disturbances.
inlet has less natural immunity to fast disturb- Note that the normal shock has a substantial over-
antes, Whlch. conventlonal controls are less apt. to shoot in the downstream direction for both the rel-
respond to. The ambient pressure disturbance re- alive velocity and ambient pressure disturbances.
Suits are interesting because it does not a£fec.t This was generally observed for pulse zero-to-peak
flight blach,number and has little or no effect on times of 0..i second or less and indicates that a
steady-state shock position. However, a rapid disturbance of this wave shape but of the opposite
change in ambient pressure, that could be caused by sign could unstart the inlet, even though the shock
a passing aircraft for example, does result in sit- would go downstream initially. The reason for. the
niflcant normal shock displacements (Fig. 7(c)). overshoot is that-the gain of shock position to
Of. course, comb||%aliens of the external disturb- either the relat.ive velocity disturbance for .,
antes are likely to occur, which could act to rein- K T ,, -i (or the ambient pressure disturbance for
force or cancel each other. Finally, it was found any KT), is nearly zero; .therefore, after the dis-
that inlet tolerance to unstart was essentially turbance stops decreasing, the shock tends to return
proportional to engine corrected airflow margin rapidly to the operating point. The reversal of the
from unstart for all pulse widths, although it is disturbances causes shock position to overshoot in
not shown in Fig. 7. the opposite direction. The conclusion is that the
disturbances that tend to cause unstart are in-
Study results were found to be significantly creases in ambient temperature-and decreases in rel-
affected by engine corrected airflow sensitivity to alive velocity and ambient pressure. Figure 7 indi-
total temperature. The inlet is most sensitive to cares that the rate of change of ambient pressure
changes in ambient temperature and, gusts because and. relative velocity must be very rapid, although
they cause the greatest changes in total tempera- the relative velocity result depends on engine cor-
tnr_-. Therefore, results will be shown, only for reeled airflow sensitivity to changes in air total
those two disturbances. However, all disturbances temperature.
that induce a normal shock excursion cause, some
change in total temperature that is-proportlonal. With inlet controls active. Results from the
to the change in shock-velocity but this is tenet- nonlinear analysis obtained with both the overboard
ally less sigBiflcant. Figure 8 shows, a.comparison . bypass and centerbody control systems active, are
of results obtained ignoring the change in engine presented in Fig. 10, along ,,ith the results with-
corrected airflow with temperature (KT ,, O) to the out control from Fig. 7. Results were obtained for
results of Fig. 7 for which a representative value two different bypass corner frequencies _bp. Also
of K T - -i was used. When ambient temperature is shown are lines indicating the level of disturbance
the disturbance (Fig. 8(a)), the results are about amplitudes that might be expected. In the tempera-
the same for short duration pulses, .but as pulse lure case (Fi'g. lO(a)) tile expected disturbance
duration increases inlet tolerance is greater with level is based on flight data. 6 It represents the _
the constant corrected airflow engine (KT - 0). worst-case data and was extrapolated for zero-to- i
Results for the gust disturbance are shown in peak times less _.han 0.l second. No probability of'- I
Fig. 8(b) and are about the same for the short dur- occurrence was associated with the data. I_;o point°s I
atio_ pulses, as in the ambient temperature case. based on Concords flight experience 3 are plotted as !
However, as pulse duration increases, the inlet the solid symbols along with the calculated time
wlth.the constant cor/ected airflow engine becomes between encounters. The data shows that with tile- !
less tolerant to the disturbance, just the opposite controls active, the inlet should not unstart. How- _ i
of the temperature case. Obviously, the choice of ever, the inlet does come close to uhstart with tile ]
K T greatly affects-the results and the relative slow bypass control in the vlclnlty of AT = 0.i see-
importance of gust and ambient temperature disturb- end. Unstarts would occur only when the inlet con-
antes. The steady-state value of KT can range in trol is inactive for dlsturb_mce zero-to-peak time_
value from -0.2 to -5.0 depending on the engine and greater than 0.I second.
its control and operating condition and it can also
be a-/=un_-t_on of frequency. 6 The _alue of KT " -I Results for the longitudinal gust case are shown
in Fig. 10(b). The disturbafic_ amplitudes that An alternate system that could-provide-she
might be expected are bailed-on gust criteria treed . same inlet performalice would be to augment a slow
for the cancelled American SST, and wcro extrapo- overboard bypass- system with a throat-bypass sta-
fated far hT's below 0.03 second. A point based, blllty system. A throat-byp_qs system could use
on unpublished YF-12 aircraft flight oxp.arlcnce, relie_-type mechanlcal valves or vortex valves to
ob_alned during the NASA fllghg research program, bleed airflow in the th_oat region when the nornml
i_ plo_ted as the solid symbol. NO -probabillty of shock-moves upstream toward unstart. Such a system
occurrence was associated with th_se data, The using fneehanical valves was tested in a flight bard-
data show that no unStart is predlcted to occur dud ware inlet9 and found to work very well for both
to a gust. Tllefaster bypass-provides somewhat internal and external disturbances. The values are :.i
more tu,lerance, than does the slow bypass or inlet self--ac_ing, which eliminates sensor lags, and are
without control. The lat_er two curves colnclde.-- fast responding because they are small. - The system--
blee4s little or no airflow when the shock is at
Results for the ambieht pressure c_se with in- the-desired posltio_ and could be incorporated as
let control using either bypass _re not shown be- part of the boundary-lay_e_rbleed system. SeriotL_
cause-they _are the s&me as for the inlet without consideration should, be glvefi to lhcorporating a
control (Fig. 7(e)). The disturbance criteria for throat-bypass system during the initial design
the SST waA fox passing aircraft separatedby stages of an inlet ....
500 feet. The calculated maximum decrease in pres--
sure that occurs is 14 percent .in 0.013 secofid.- Maximization of-inlet performance accomplished-
The analysi_ predicts that such a disturbance Would by usiag special hardware may. not be the best over-
unstart the inlet. .- all answer,- Inlet .tolerance t_ unstart can be in-
creased by simply operating it more• suRercritically
It shodld be recall: _ that the absolute levels with corresponding iower-performance_ The alterna-
predicted by the analysis have..not been verified by tlves must be examined by conducting missio_, cost
experiment. -Data taken during the.Wind. tunnel pro_ and reliability studieil before the final choice can
gram o_ Ref. 9 indicated that the actual change in be.made.
steady-state Math number (that changed mass-f_loW
rate but not..total temperature and pressure) re- Throat Chokin_ Unstarts
qulred to unstart that inlet was less than the
value predicted by the analysis. One possible ex- Unstarts initiated by throat choking were in-
planation is that the shock boundary-layer Interac- vestigated by means of the linear analysis. The
tion _aused the inlet to unstart earlier thab the assumption was that unstart occurred when the throat
analysis predicts. The analysis was found to give Math number decreased from the operating value of.-
much better agreement if constant coefficients, de- 1.24 to 1.0. Since normal-shock/boundary-layer "
pending on the Math number lust upstream of the interaction is.not modeled, t:;eshock was assu_ed
normal shock_ were based on the average value to be too far supercritical to affect the results..
rather than the initial value. When that technique ......._hus, only. centerbocLy position, which affects throat
was applied to the tempgrature case (Fig. 10(a)), Math number, and its control are important. The
no significant difference in the analysis steady- results are shown- in.Fig. ii with inlet eel%trois
state value was found, indicating that the value active and inactige. Ambient temperature increases
shown should-be nearly correct. HoW_er, there required to unstart the inlet, with or without-con .......
were no experimental steady-state data for unstarts trol, are well above the expected disturbane_
due to temperature available to verify the analysis, levels that Were shown in Fig. lO(a) and are more
The inlet with the-slow bypass provides only mar- than twice the level predicted to initiate unstart
glnal tolerance to unstart due to temperature in due to a normal Shock excursion. The same is true
the vicinity of AT = 0.1. The faster bypass sys- for the gust case (Fig, ll(b_)) except for the uncon ....
tem would appear to be adequate even if predicted trDl]ed inlet at AT'S greater than 0.5 second..
analysis levels had to be shifted down by 10 to - Results for.ambient pressure disturbances are not
2_ percent, keeping in mind that t_e control system shown because they do not affect-throat Math.number
s_nsors were asstm_ed to respond instantaneously, significantly.. A throat-bypass stability system
Ambient temperature disturbances Appear to be more can provide additional prot_etlon against, exten.al._
significant than longitudinal gusts; although that• disturbances by relieving pressure rises in the
conclusion depends on engine airflow_characterlsticS throat reglon and giving the slower acting conven-
(e.g._ thfivalue of KT).. More data are needed.to tional control mere time to respond. 9 In this
verify the levels p.redicted by the analysis and to application it also has the.advantage that the sic-
increase knowledge of expected disturbance levels bility system itself does not drive the normal
before the bypass reqsir_ments can be fully shock upstream toward unstar.t, which can occur _hen
assessed, A gust probe has been installed on-a _he centerbody Ls extended.
NASA YF-12 aircraft in the hope of providing addi-.
tional information in this area. II One inlet on The absolute levels predicted by the analysis _-]
the alrcraft, ls highly instrumented so that inlet are again in question. Some data were obtained for
I
response can also be measured, the experimental Inlet 12 upon which the study inlet
is based. Those data indicate that the inlet will
There are several alternatives to consider actually unstart due to a 3,5 percent decrease in 1
with respect to bypass requirements, It app_ar.s Math nut, or rather than the predicted decrease in
that bypass doors wlth a corner frequency on the velocity of 4,7 or increase in temperature of
order of _0 red/set Would be required to provide 9.1 percent. A possible reason for the differc_,ce
high inlet performance.. This could probably be is that boundary-layer separation occurs initiatlng
achieved only by using several indlvldual-bypass _tnstart before the throat Math number can decrease
valves with their own actuators, hydraulic lines, continuously to one, Even though the actual vah_u
etc. Such a system would be necessarily comple_ _. causing unstart is-less than that predicted, the
possibly with low reliability, throat-choklng type unstart appears to be a less
serious problem than that due to s normal shock
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e×eursion. This conclusion might not be tilesame the aflalysis. "
if the shock operaLLng point was more supe_rcri_lcal ........................................
AI.so, angle of attack effects and mo_ions of the S_t_mbol List
cellte_body relative co tilecowl laduced by atmos-
pheric dlsturbanees.ma¥ compound tilethroat choking A inlet du_t flow area, em2
problem, In actuality, tiletwo types of unstart
may be inseparable becau_c, of _hock boundary layer A Inle4_capture al_ea, cm2
Interaction effects, c
KT ratio of p_rcent change In engine corrected
Concluslons airflow to percent change in alr total tam-
p_rature, (AWeclW_c)/(ATtlT t)
A primarily linear analysis was modified fom a
significant geometric nonlinearity to realistically M Math number .....
simulate mix6d-compresslon inlet dynamic behavior.
2..
in the vicinity of uhs£art.. 'tileanalysis was used P total pressure, N/era
to investlgate,lnlet response to indspenddnt dls-
turbances in ambient temperature and pressure a_d PK control preSsUre ratio (Fig, 6) _
relative velocity (longitudlnal gust), with and
withou_ inlet controls active, p static pressure, N/cm 2 '
J
.................. The nonlinear ahalysis predicts greater inlet R radius eL inlet capture area, 79.2 cm
tolerance to fast _Blse-type disturbance_ than.does c
the linear, analysis. The main reason is that the. r. local eenterbody or cowl radius, cm
nonlinear analysis correctly allows the.normal
shock, to make mumentary_-excursions upstream of the- s -- Laplac_ variable, sec "I
throat in response to rapid.disturbances; whereas
the.linear analysis results are based on. th_ assump- AT zero-to-peak time of triangular wave pulse, sec
ties that t_e inle_ unstarts when the shock reaches
the throat. Therefore the linear analysis would Ta ambient temperatur.e, K.
predict a greater frequency of unstart for a given
atmospheric model, indicating a possible need to Tt air total temperature, K
operate the inlet less efficiently than necessary.
u longitudinal velocity of i_let relative te air
Atmospheric-ty_e dls_urbanees represent a at centerbody tip, m/see
potentially greater inlet control problem than-do
engine d_sturbances. _%is is because they are W actual airflow, kg/sec
usually not anticipated and because rapid dlstur_-
antes are not attenuated in the inlet like engine Wbl boundary-layer bleed airflow, kg/sec
disturbances. Ambient temperature disturbanL,s ]
were found tO be potentially more hazardous than W inlet captur_ airflow, kgfsec {longitudinal gusts... However,_ inlet response to cthose disturbances is significantly, affected by W engine corrected airflow, (WC_/6)eng , ks/see
engine corrected airflow sensitivity to air total ec !
temperature, indicatlngthat airflow characterls_--- X normal shock displacement from throat.(posl-
tics for a specific engine should be properly s rive in _ownstream direction), cm ii
accounted for. As engine airflow sensitivity to
temperature increases, ambient temperature disturb- x inlet longitudinal coordinate, cm _
antes become more important relative to gusts. !Ambient pressure disturbances are the least slgnif- _ . perturbation quantityleant; although, a large rapid decrease could us-start a_ inlet. Of course combinations of disturb- 4 ratio of local total pressur& _o s2_andard sea
antes are-likely to occur, that could act to rein- level pressure I
force mr cancel.each other.
0 ratio of local total temperature to standard
Longitudinal gusts are ,more likely-to initiate sea level t_mperatuze
unstart by throat choking ....HoWever, disturbance
amplitudes required to cause throat choking were _bp overbear4 bypass corner frequency, red/see
found to be greater than those required to initiate I
unstart by a normal shock e_cursion, indicating Subscripts: i
that _he latter typ_ unstarts are a more serlous ,|
problem. This conclusion could change if shock/ a ambient
boundary-layer interaction effects w_re included in
the analysis or if the normal shock op_ratlng point av average
had been more supererltical.
tom command value
It appears that an overboard bypass system
with a corner frequency on the order of 50 red/see d. in],_t duct static
or s slow bypass system (12 rad/s_c) augmented by a
throa_-bypasm stability system will be required to eng engine _ _
provide high inlet performance with low unstart
probability. Before inlet controls requirements s Pitot-statlc probe static '!
can be fully assessed, more statistics on extrei,_
atmospheric, dJ.sturbsnces are needed, as well as t Pltot-statlc probe total i
" some verification of absolute levels predicted by
I
6
x local.longitudinal value 5. Wasserbauor, J. F., "Dynamic Response of a Mach :
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